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Autumn 
Term 1

Autumn 
Term 2

Spring 
Term 1

Spring 
Term 2

Summer 
Term 1

Summer 
Term 2

Reception

Cooperate 
and Solve 
Problems 

(units 1&2)

Gymnastics
(units 1&2)

Dance 
(units 1& 2)

Manipulation 
and 

Coordination 
(units 1&2)

Speed, 
Agility and 

Travel 
(units 1&2)

Body 
Management 
(units 1&2)

Year 1

Attack, 
Defend, 
Shoot 

(units 1&2)

Gym
(units 1&2)

Dance 
(units 1& 2)

Send and 
Return 

(units 1&2)

Run, 
Jump, 
Throw 

(units 1& 2)

Hit, 
Catch, 

Run 
(units 1& 2)

Year 2

Attack, 
Defend, 
Shoot 

(units 1&2)

Gym 
(units 1&2)

Dance 
(units 1&2)

Send and 
Return 

(units 1&2)

Run, 
Jump, 
Throw 

(units 1& 2)

Hit, 
Catch, 

Run 
(unit 1&2)



Autumn 
Term 1

Autumn 
Term 2

Spring 
Term 1

Spring 
Term 2

Summer 
Term 1

Summer 
Term 2

Year 3

Invasion 
Games

(Handball)

Invasion 
Games

(Football)

Gym 1 & 2 Dance 1&2 Net & Wall 
(Basketball)

Invasion 
Games

Net & Wall 
(Tennis)

Swimming 
(tbc)

Athletics

Swimming
(tbc)

Striking and 
Fielding 

(Rounders/
Cricket)

Year 4

Invasion 
Games

(Hockey)

Invasion 
Games

(Tag Rugby)

Gym 1 & 2 Dance 1&2 Net & Wall 
(Netball)

Net & Wall 
(Badminton)

Athletics Striking and 
Fielding 

(Rounders)

Striking and 
Fielding 
(Cricket)

Year 5

Invasion 
Games

(Handball)

Invasion 
Games

(Football)

Gym 1&2 Dance 1&2 Net & Wall 
(Basketball)

Net & Wall 
(Tennis)

Athletics Striking and 
Fielding 

(Rounders)

Striking and 
Fielding 
(Cricket)

Year 6

Invasion 
Games

(Hockey)

Invasion 
Games

(Tag Rugby

Gym 1&2 Dance 1&2 Net & Wall 
(Netball)

Net & Wall 
(Badminton)

Athletics Striking and 
Fielding

(Rounders)

Striking and 
Fielding 
(Cricket)



Core Skills Definition When 
Taught

Attack, Defend, 
Shoot (KS1)

Invasion Games 
(KS2)

An invasion game to 
describe any game where 

the objective is to attack the 
opposition's territory and 

score a goal or point.

Autumn 1

Send and 
Return (KS1)

Net & Wall 
Games (KS2)

An invasion game where an 
implement travels to an 
opponent and then gets 

returned. 

Spring 2

Hit, Catch, Run 
(KS1)

Striking and 
Fielding (KS2)

Games/activities in which 
players score points 

by striking an object and 
running to designated 

playing areas or prevent 
opponents from scoring by 
retrieving the object and 
returning it to stop the 

play.

Summer 
2

Run, Jump, 
Throw (KS1)

Athletics (KS2)

Competing in track and 
field events, including 

running races and various 
competitions in jumping 

and throwing.

Summer 
1

Gymnastics
Exercises that develop or 

display physical agility and 
coordination.

Autumn 
2

Dance
To move rhythmically to 

music, typically following a 
set sequence of steps.

Spring 1



Gymnastics

Skills Vocabulary

Re
ce

pt
io

n To develop confidence in fundamental movements. 
To experience jumping, sliding, rolling, moving over, 
under and on apparatus.
To develop coordination and gross motor skills.  

Key Vocabulary: balance, fast, high, jump, 
low, pattern, shape, movement, slow

Additional vocabulary: timing, pathway, 
direction, control, link, stretch, sequence, 

Year 
1

Safely move and carry basic gym equipment such as mats 
and benches.
Recognise like actions and link them together.
Perform simple gymnastic actions and shapes.
Remember and perform a simple sequence using rolling, 
travelling, climbing, balancing and jumping.
Show spinning and rocking in isolation and in short 
sequence.
Make their body tense, relaxed, stretched and curled.
Perform in unison and canon.
Move on, off and over object with confidence.

Key New Vocabulary: stretched, curled, 
control, link, spin, travel, turn, sequence

Additional/Previously encountered Key 
Vocabulary: balance, fast, body tension, 
tension, relaxed, carry, extension, low, 
safety, relaxation, rock, roll, slow, speed, 
strength, shape, timing,, hang, high, jump, 

Year 
2

Perform with control and consistency basic actions at 
different speeds and on different levels.
Create and perform a simple sequence.
Show contrasts in gymnastics shapes and actions.
Work to improve flexibility and strength.
Attempt to use rhythm whilst performing a sequence.
Use core strength to link gymnastic elements e.g. back 
support and half twist.

Key New Vocabulary: timing, power, body 
extension, perform, transition, smooth, 
strength, flexible

Additional/Previously encountered Key 
Vocabulary: shape, sequence, pattern, 
movement, music, hang, like, carry, 
judging, carry, control, hang, fast, timing, 
travel, turn

Year 
3

Perform sequences with contrasting actions.
Perform a range of increasingly challenging actions.
Show strength and flexibility to shapes and actions being 
performed.
Remember and repeat sequences.
Begin to show fluency in sequences and movement 
patterns.
Adapt basic sequences to include some apparatus.
Develop body management over a range of floor exercises.

Key New Vocabulary: contrasting, unison, 
combinations, full-turn, half-turn, 
sustained, similar, different

Additional/Previously encountered Key 
Vocabulary: fluency, low, flexibility, 
compositional ideas, healthy active 
lifestyle, explosive, power, control, group, 
bounce, box splits, dynamic, static, half 
lever, extension

Year 
4

Perform actions such as balance, body shapes and flight 
with control.
Develop an increased range of body actions and shapes to 
use in longer, more complex sequences.
Identify 'core muscles' and use them to improve quality of 
shapes and actions.
Challenge self to more complex versions of a skill/ action.
Show smooth transitions and flow in sequences.

Key New Vocabulary: speed, 
compositional, stamina, leap, refine, core 
muscles, progression 

Additional/Previously encountered Key 
Vocabulary: 
control, group, similar, different, direction, 
partner, actions, tension, travelling, steps, 
engage, stabilise

Year 
5

Create longer and more complex sequences and adapt 
their performances.
Follow, copy and repeat others actions.
Make a dynamic sequence with contrasting shapes and 
actions and balances demonstrating smooth transitions.
Develop strength and flexibility to hold more complex 
balances and shapes such as bridge with control.
Attempt to perform more complex skills in isolation such 
as round-off.
Remember and repeat longer sequences with more difficult 
actions such as cartwheels, shoulder rolls.

Key New Vocabulary: symmetrical, 
asymmetrical, counterbalance, tension, 
travelling steps, stabilise, cartwheel, canon

Additional/Previously encountered Key 
Vocabulary: 
symmetry, asymmetry, sequences, 
combinations, direction, speed, partner, 
aesthetics, engage, core muscles 
(abdominals, obliques), contrasting

Year 
6

Perform increasingly complex sequences
Perform showing awareness of the judging criteria
Compose and practise actions and relate to music
Experience flight on and off of apparatus
Show clarity, fluency, accuracy and consistency in their 
movements

Key New Vocabulary: consistent, vault, 
dismount, box splits, competency,  
complex, mirror, match

Additional/Previously encountered Key 
Vocabulary: flight, vaulting sequences, 
combinations, direction,, half lever, bridge, 
broad jump, splits, dish, arch, bounce, 
stimuli



Dance

Skills Vocabulary

Re
ce

pt
io

n Recognise that actions can be reproduced in time to music; beat 
patterns and different speeds. 
Perform a wide variety of dance actions both similar and 
contrasting. 
Copy, repeat and perform simple movement patterns.

Key Vocabulary: dance, twist, turn, music, 
beat, fast, slow, rhythm

Additional vocabulary: stretch, feet, curl, 
high, low, feet, flow, join, link, step stretch, 
teamwork 

Year 
1

Perform basic body actions along with music.
Use different parts of the body, combine arm and leg actions.
Perform with an awareness of body shape required.
Remember and repeat simple movement patterns.
Move with control and show spatial awareness.
With help, compose a basic movement phrase.

Key New Vocabulary: stretch, mood, feeling,  
character, respond, leaping, bounding, running

Additional/Previously encountered Key 
Vocabulary: swing, theme, story, static, 
compose, choose, select, emotions, canon, 
rhythm, theme, round

Year 
2

Show some sense of dynamic, expressive and rhythmic qualities 
in their own dance.
Use different parts of the body in isolation and combination.
Perform with control and balance and demonstrating 
coordination.
Explore and use basic choreography including levels, speed 
changes, unison and cannon.
Move with imagination responding the music.
Perform with expression.

Key New Vocabulary: direction, 
independent, pair, freestyle, choreography, 
balance, unison, canon

Additional/Previously encountered Key 
Vocabulary: huddle, group, mood, feeling, 
musicality, respond, galloping, flying, dynamic, 
clock face, time, motif, formation, on stage, off 
stage

Year 
3

Attempt to perform with a sense of dynamics.
Competently include props and other ideas in their dance.
Attempt short pieces of improvised dance responding to the 
structure/theme of the dance.
Share and create short dance phrases with a partner and in small 
groups.
Perform a range of recognised dance actions with some 
confidence e.g. do se do.
Perform movements with increased control.

Key New Vocabulary: improvisation, 
rehearse, 
energetic, performance, theme, expressive

Additional/Previously encountered Key 
Vocabulary: Facial expression, director, do se 
do, hop step ball change, partner work, floor 
patterns, angular, strong, linear

Year 
4

Refine, repeat and remember short dance phrases.
Perform with increasing musicality with control and confidence.
Perform dances with consistency.
Show rhythm and style when performing as an individual and 
with others.
Use devices to change actions individually and as a group e.g. 
facing, levels etc.
Dance using a variety of formations confidently.

Key New Vocabulary: choreographer, 
formation, freeze frames, facing, style, 
musicality, repeat

Additional/Previously encountered Key 
Vocabulary: improvisation, rehearse, 
director, slide, size, direction, background, 
ornamentation

Year 
5

Perform different styles of dance clearly and fluently.
Refine & improve dances adapting them to include use of space 
rhythm & expression.
Adapt their skills to meet the demands of a range of dance styles.
Incorporate levels and flight in to movement patterns and 
dances.
Create and use compositional ideas confidently such as 
pathways, step patterns and unison.

Key New Vocabulary: facial expression, 
assemble, retrograde, inversion, 
instrumentation, fragmentation

Additional/Previously encountered Key 
Vocabulary: rehearse, locomotion, Bangra, 
line dace, choreographer, wall patterns, 
sissone, sauté, chaine, 

Year 
6

Warm up and cool down independently.
Work creatively and imaginatively on their own, in pairs and in a 
group to create simple dances.
Implement skills from other activity areas e.g. gym and games to 
perform tasks.
Use recognised dance actions and adapt to create motifs and 
movement patterns.
Communicate the artistic intention of a dance clearly, fluently, 
musically and with control.
Practise and refine coordination skills through activities such as 
live aural setting / freeze frame.

Key New Vocabulary: motif, composition, 
collaborate, narrative, aural setting, 
accompany, quality, confidence

Additional/Previously encountered Key 
Vocabulary: street dance, Hakka, stag leap, 
rebound, expression, tension & relationships, 
contact



Attack, Defend and Shoot (KS1)
Invasion Games (KS2)

Skills Vocabulary
Cooperate and Solve Problems

Re
ce

pt
io

n

Organise and match items, images, colours and symbols..
Work with a partner to listen, share ideas and question.
Collect, distinguish and differentiate colours and create a 
shape team. 

Key Vocabulary: cooperate, team, 
individual, partner, listen, share, create, 
match

Additional vocabulary: pair, work, choose, 
collect, suits, deck, cards, trail, shape, 
body, number, switch, agility, den, hop, 
step, grip, trails, over, under, through, 
around

Attack, Defend and Shoot

Year 
1

Begin to engage in competitive activities.
Roll, slide or throw a beanbag or ball with accuracy.
Bounce a medium sized ball to self and attempt to bounce 
to others.
Judge when and where to move to get in a defensive 
position.
Attempt to intercept and catch a thrown ball.

Key New Vocabulary: attack, catch, 
compete, defend, receive, over-arm, under-
arm, accuracy

Additional/Previously encountered Key 
Vocabulary: play, against, rolling, send, 
throw, cooperate, fluency, heart rate, 
outwit, physical activity, pitch

Year 
2

Can send a ball using feet.
Can receive a ball using feet.
Link combinations of skills e.g. dribbling and passing with 
hands in isolation and combination.
Can send a ball using hands.
Can receive a ball using hands.
Perform the role of goal keeper using basic stopping and 
interception skills.

Key New Vocabulary: aim, control, 
rebound, direction, intercept, tactics, score, 
goalkeeper

Additional/Previously encountered Key 
Vocabulary:, attack, compete, controlling, 
cooperate, receive, speed, following

Invasion Games

Year 
3

Send and receive a ball with some consistency to keep 
possession.
Sometimes move into space to receive the ball.
Use recognised passes in isolation e.g. kicking with the 
inside of the foot for football.
Can recall and show at least two key teaching points of a 
learned skill.
Play using basic rules of recognised game e.g. handball or 
football.
Shoot at a goal using appropriate skills e.g. slap shot in 
hockey or set shot in basketball.

Key New Vocabulary – Football:
teamwork, shoot, foot, inside of the foot, 
touch, possession, dribble
Prior Vocabulary: score, intercept,
accuracy

Key New Vocabulary - Handball:
shoot, block, run, pass, teamwork, 
handball, 
Prior Vocabulary: defend, attack, intercept, 
control, catch, score

Year 
4

Send and receive the ball with accuracy, controlling to 
score points/goals.
Keep possession of the ball as an individual using skills 
such as dribbling and running with the ball.
Show speed and endurance in a game situation.
Move in to space to help others and the ball over longer 
distances.
Work as part of a team to attack and score in defined 
area.
In netball play within positional restrictions.

Key New Vocabulary – Hockey:
use of space, push, slap
Prior Vocabulary: control, defend, attack, 
dribble, pass

Key New Vocabulary - Tag Rugby:
passing, running, backwards, tag, straight, 
try area 
Prior Vocabulary: space, teamwork

Year 
5

Able to combine basic skills such as dribbling and passing.
Select and apply skills in game situation with some 
consistency. e.g. dodging, pivoting, dribbling and running 
with the ball.
Move balls over longer distances accurately, 
demonstrating power.
Play in different positions with some success.
Where appropriate mark goal side.
Use specific learned skills to maintain possession during a 
game.
Use specific skills in a game to win a ball such as boxing 
out and rebounding.

Key New Vocabulary - Football: 
distance, perform, consistent, speed, fair 
play,  regain, play, goal side, interchange, 
position
Prior Vocabulary: possession 

Key New Vocabulary – Handball: 
clock, screen, pivot,, offensive foul, free 
throw
Prior Vocabulary: dribble, steps

Year 
6

Use and apply boundary rules such as corners, self pass 
and side-line in relevant game.
Build upon set plays such as in tag rugby, some suggest 
improvements to play.
Use a variety of techniques for passing, controlling, 
dribbling and shooting the ball in games.
Play in a variety of positions (attacking and defensive).
Consistently catch/stop and control a ball.

Key New Vocabulary – Hockey:
power, tackle, cover, support
Prior Vocabulary: distance, perform, 
consistent, fair play

Key New Vocabulary – Tag Rugby: 
contest, pressure support, pop pass, turn 
over, lose pass, W grip, offence, formation



Send and Return (KS1)
Net and Wall Games (KS2)

Skills Vocabulary
Manipulation and Co-ordination

Re
ce

pt
io

n

Send and receive a variety of objects with different body parts. 
Work with others to control objects in space. 
Coordinate body parts in a variety of activities and in different 
ways. 

Key Vocabulary: grip, slide, apparatus, carry, 
freeze, control, hands, feet

Additional vocabulary: crawl, high, hold, 
low, one foot, pause, prepare, eyes, weight, 
anticipate, spin, switch, hop, jump, step, 
opposition

Send and Return

Year 
1

Able to send an object with increased confidence using hand or 
bat.
Move towards a moving ball to return with hand or bat.
Score points against opposition over a line/net.
Select and apply skills to win points.
Chase, stop and control balls and other objects such as 
beanbags and hoops.
Track balls and other equipment sent to them, moving in line 
with the ball to collect or return.

Key New Vocabulary: stop, track, hit, pick 
up, net, roll, serve, bounce

Additional/Previously encountered Key 
Vocabulary: drop, badminton, tennis, 
volleyball, squash, shuttlecock, racquet, 
bowl, opposition, umpire

Year 
2

Demonstrate basic sending skills in isolation and small games.
Show agility to track the path of ball over a line/net and move 
towards it.
Hit a ball using both hand and racquet with some consistency.
Return a ball coming towards them using hand or racquet.
Play in a modified game send and returning the ball over a 
line/net.
Has developed hitting skills with a variety of bats.
Start a game using basic serving skills.

Key New Vocabulary: tactics, compete, score,
badminton, tennis, volleyball, squash, 
shuttlecock, racquet

Additional/Previously encountered Key 
Vocabulary: serve, drop, bounce, front, back, 
wide, deep, rotate, points

Net and Wall Games

Year 
3

Serve to begin a game.
Play a continuous game using: throwing and catching or some 
simple hitting.
Can play within boundaries.
Use a small range of basic racquet skills.
Move towards a ball/shuttle to return over a line/net.
Play over a net.

Key New Vocabulary – Basketball:
shoot, target, assist, jump ball, attack, 
defend, shoot, offensive
Prior Vocabulary: control, bounce 

Key New Vocabulary – Tennis:
return, court, forehand, backhand, points, 
underarm, overarm
Prior Vocabulary: hit, bounce, score, net, 
tactics

Year 
4

Use a small range of racquet/hand skills.
Explore a range of recognised shots e.g. overhead, forehand 
etc.
Able to return ball/shuttle to different areas of oppositions 
court.
Use basic defensive tactics to defend the court i.e. moving to 
different positions on the court.

Key New Vocabulary – Netball:
teamwork, footwork, foul, free pass, goal 
attack, centre, goal shooter, goal defence, 
goal keeper, marking

Key New Vocabulary – Badminton:
tricks, ready position, boundary
Prior Vocabulary: tactics, overarm, 
underarm, shuttlecock

Year 
5

Play a range of basic shots on both sides of the body, move 
feet to hit ball at most appropriate point.
Play modified games with confidence sending and returning a 
ball/shuttle this may be with differentiated equipment.
Select and apply a range of skills to move around the court 
e.g. lunge, shuffle etc.
Apply some control when returning the ball/shuttle including 
foot placement, shot selection and aim.
Can apply with some success, a range of techniques to win 
points.
Demonstrate a variety of service shots in isolation and some 
game play.

Key New Vocabulary – Basketball:
blocking, pivot, forward, reverse, exploit, lay 
off, accurate, rebound, fake, feint

Key New Vocabulary – Tennis:
service rules, overhead, volley, singles, 
doubles, umpire

Year 
6

Use forehand, backhand and overhead shots in isolation.
Use forehand, backhand and overhead shots with more 
confidence in games.
Start games with the appropriate serve.
Attempt more technical shots such as smash, where able use 
in a game.
Apply a range of defensive tactics in a game, individually and 
with a partner.

Key New Vocabulary – Netball:
game play, free, metre, organisation, thirds, 
area, offside
Prior Vocabulary: tactics, blocking, rebound

Key New Vocabulary – Badminton:
smash shot, rally, drop shot, net play
Prior Vocabulary: offensive, attack, defend



Hit, Catch, Run (KS1)
Striking and Fielding (KS2)

Skills Vocabulary
Body Management

Re
ce

pt
io

n

Explore balance and managing own body.
Able to stretch, reach and extend in a variety of positions.
Able to control body and perform specific movements on 
command. 

Key Vocabulary: balance, reach, stretch, 
crawl, jump, roll, one foot, climb

Additional vocabulary: step, feet, alternate, 
stand, stop, hold, carry, touch, beanbags, 
mats, cones, quoits, hoops, box tops, balls, 
bibs, benches, apparatus

Hit, Catch, Run

Year 
1

Catch a medium sized ball thrown over a short distance.
Intercept, retrieve and stop a beanbag and a medium-sized ball 
with some consistency.
Track balls and other equipment sent to them, moving in line 
with the ball to collect it.
Run between bases to score points.
Retrieve and return a ball to a base.
Use a range of sending skills to put ball into space.
Able to self-feed ball to hit off hand and strike ball off cone.

Key New Vocabulary: catch, collect, retrieve, 
roll, stop, strike, throw, bowl, batter

Additional/Previously encountered Key 
Vocabulary: feed, field, hit, hitter, pick up, 
retrieve, roll, stop, strike, throw

Year 
2

Has developed hitting skills with a variety of bats.
Practised bowling/feeding a ball to other players.
Run in a game to score points.
Attempted to play the role of wicket keeper or backstop.
Use skills as a team to prevent runs.
Makes attempts to catch balls coming towards player in games.

Key New Vocabulary: hit, wicket keeper, 
backstop, runs, wicket, stumps, posts, fielder

Additional/Previously encountered Key 
Vocabulary: catch, bats, bowls, feeds, throw, 
catch, underarm, overarm, hitter, bowler, 
umpire, outwit, strike, respond, stumping, 
position, role

Striking and Fielding

Year 
3

Strike a ball with some consistency
Develop skills to use in isolation and in competitive play e.g. 
throwing, catching and bowling
Play in simplified games
Bowl accurately
Show ready position to catch a ball
Strike a stationary ball (off tee) with some consistency
Strike a bowled ball with some consistency

Key New Vocabulary – Rounders:
batting, bowling, fielding, bases, long barrier, 
innings, no ball, batting box, rounders, half 
rounders
Prior Vocabulary: batter, fielder, backstop

Key New Vocabulary – Cricket:
batting, fielding, bowling, crease, boundary, 
run, batsman, bowler, innings, forward drive, 
long barrier, over
Prior Vocabulary: bat, wicket, stumps, wicket 
keeper

Year 
4

Apply speed and decision making to run safely between scoring 
markers e.g. stumps, posts.
Play confidently in a variety of roles such as fielder, bowler, 
backward e.g. wicket keeper/backstop.
Track and intercept the ball along the ground sometimes 
collecting with one hand.
Show more consistency in throwing and catching over a variety 
of distances.
Bowling a recognised action with some consistency.

Key New Vocabulary – Rounders:
zones, directing, speed, avoid, intercept, 
scoring system, gain, stumped

Key New Vocabulary – Cricket: 
zones, directing, intercepting, isolation, pull 
shot, ground shot, overarm bowling

Year 
5

Use a variety of shots in isolation and in a game situation.
Throw with accuracy and consistency over short distances.
Tracking flight of the ball to increase catching success.
Begin to employ specific bowling techniques such as overarm in 
cricket.

Key New Vocabulary – Rounders:
power, accuracy, stump, miss hit, fitness, 
strength, defensive, offensive

Key New Vocabulary – Cricket:
calling, accuracy, rise of the ball, 
anticipating, forward defensive shot, 
cardiovascular,  endurance, power

Year 
6

Strike a bowled ball and attempt a small range of shots.
Attempt to track and catch high balls in isolation and game 
play.
Increase accuracy using a range of bowling techniques e.g. 
overarm.
Demonstrate control and consistency in a range of fielding 
skills, e.g. throwing, catching, tracking, intercepting.
Play within small sided games using standard field/pitch 
layout e.g. boundaries, posts bowling areas.

Key New Vocabulary – Rounders: 
shot, predict, place, select, stance, tracking
Prior Vocabulary: defensive, offensive, tactics

Key New Vocabulary – Cricket:
high ball, tracking, short delivery, long balls, 
on drive, off drive, cover
Prior Vocabulary: innings



Run, Jump, Throw (KS1)
Athletics (KS2)

Skills Vocabulary
Speed, Agility and Travel

Re
ce

pt
io

n

Change direction at speed through both choice and 
instructions. 
Perform actions demonstrating changes in speed. 
Stop, start, pause, prepare. 

Key Vocabulary: pause, prepare, stop, 
start, switch, direction

Additional vocabulary: high, low, agility, 
reach, stretch, hold, carry, touch, crawl, 
jump, roll, hands, feet, weight, softly, 
quietly, quickly, powerful

Run, Jump, Throw

Year 
1

Can start and stop at speed, run in straight lines using a 
variety of speeds.
Attempt a variety of jumps taking off and landing on 
different foot combinations e.g., 2 to 1, 1 to 2 etc.
Handle and throw a variety of different objects and 
attempt to throw for distance.
Copy and repeat basic movements for extended periods of 
time developing stamina.
Demonstrate some core strength to hold a variety of 
shapes and positions.
Move a variety of objects quickly showing a range of 
techniques.
Develop agility and coordination skills to competently 
take part in a range of activities.

Key New Vocabulary: stamina, sprint, run, 
hop, skip, throw, track, distance

Additional/Previously encountered Key 
Vocabulary: backwards, far, fast, 
forwards, furthest, high, link, medium, 
fastest, step, sideways, slow, medium, link, 
skipping, power, relay, tag, partner

Year 
2

Develop power, agility, coordination and balance over a 
variety of activities.
Can throw and handle a variety of objects including 
quoits, beanbags, balls, hoops.
Can negotiate obstacles showing increased control of 
body and limbs.
Use agility in running games.
Apply skills in a variety of activities.
Practise to improve skills.

Key New Vocabulary: handle, control, 
accuracy, strength, persevere, fitness, 
compete, obstacle

Additional/Previously encountered Key 
Vocabulary: run, throw, power, quick, 
burpee, stamina, static, dynamic, collect, 
lunges, repetition, tally, develop, lap, 
cooperate

Athletics

Year 
3

Link running and jumping activities with some fluency 
and consistency.
Control movements and body actions in response to 
specific instructions.
Jump for height and distance with control and balance.
Run at different speeds according to event and 
instruction.
Throw a variety of objects using different recognised 
throws.
Throw more accurately and over greater distances.

Key New Vocabulary: agility, speed, 
accelerate, hurdles, record, pace, power

Additional/Previously encountered Key 
Vocabulary: run, jump, throw, track, force, 
distance, curve, pull, approach, combine

Year 
4

Show differences between sprinting and running speeds 
over a variety of distances.
Throw a variety of objects demonstrating accuracy i.e. 
object landing in throwing zone.
Perform a range of jumps with consistency, sometimes 
approaching jump with a run up.
Compete in running, jumping and throwing activities and 
compare their own performance with previous.

Key New Vocabulary: foam javelins, 
target, take off, run-up, consistency, 
performance

Additional/Previously encountered Key 
Vocabulary: track, force, distance, curve, 
accelerate, hurdles, vortex howler, bounce, 
sling, exchange, accuracy

Year 
5

Sustain pace over shorter and longer distances such as 
running 100m and running for 2 minutes.
Explore a range of baton handling activities and attempt 
to receive in restricted area.
Perform a range of jumps in different activities.
Demonstrate a range of throwing actions using different 
equipment with some consistency and control.

Key New Vocabulary: relay, baton, set, 
take over, pass, sustain, receive, hop-step-
jump

Additional/Previously encountered Key 
Vocabulary: bounce, safety, rules, target, 
record, push

Year 
6

Demonstrate accuracy and good technique when 
throwing for distance.
Show good technique and control for jumping activities.
Use skill and knowledge of activity to confidently teach 
and lead others.
Choose appropriate run up distance as an individual for 
athletic jumps.
Use appropriate pace for different running distances.

Key New Vocabulary: judge, trajectory, 
shuttle, STEP

Additional/Previously encountered Key 
Vocabulary: safety, rules, target, record, 
set, take over, pass, strength, sprint, 


